ARCHOS
Mobile, AI & IoT, and Blockchain solutions @ VivaTech
Hall 1 – Booth L09

Paris – Monday, May 13th, 2019 – ARCHOS, the European pioneer in consumer electronics, will demonstrate its new mobile, AI & IoT, and Blockchain solutions on its booth, Hall 1 – #L09, at VivaTech, the world’s rendezvous for startups and leaders to celebrate innovation.

Mobile solutions
In addition to its new Oxygen line up of smartphones, ARCHOS will present the Oxygen 101 S and its Sound Dock, the obvious win for an extended user experience at home. This compelling offer, comprised of a premium pedigree tablet paired to a very useful dock for a fast charge and a signature sound, is allowing many more usages at home, all hands-free.

AI & IoT solutions
ARCHOS will also demonstrate its award-winning range of AI enabled devices, Hello & Gate Pro.
The Hello line up sports latest technologies for a smarter living: high-definition touch screen, high-fidelity speaker, powerful battery. ARCHOS Hello responds quickly to voice commands and multitasks well. Just by asking, it manages and displays: information and news, video calls, connected objects, music tracks, photos, videos, games. Its microphones and camera can physically be switched-off, upon users’ concerns about privacy.
The Gate Pro is the first AI-enabled control panel with an embedded PicoWAN gateway for IoT networks in B2B environments. With its speech recognition and voice control functionalities, it allows companies to collect and store data on their own private servers for optimized workflows.

Blockchain solutions
ARCHOS will finally present its Safe-T range of blockchain solutions. In addition to the Safe-T mini, ARCHOS’ cold storage wallet, which combines a superior level of security, both hardware and software, it will demonstrate the latest release of its Safe-T Touch. This first secure hardware wallet with a touch screen, featuring an Android interface and an integrated services platform, is the perfect device for those who already hold crypto-currencies or who wish to open an account in crypto-assets.
Join the ARCHOS team at VivaTech, on Hall 1 – Booth L09, and follow us on Facebook, Instagram & Twitter!

**About ARCHOS**

ARCHOS, a pioneer in consumer electronics, continues to innovate and revolutionize the market. Among others, the French manufacturer was first with an HDD MP3 player in 2000, a multimedia player in 2003, Google Android powered tablets in 2009, a connected Smart Home in 2014 and PicoWAN, the first collaborative network dedicated to the IoT, in 2016. Today, ARCHOS designs and democratizes solutions with high innovation value in three segments: smart devices, AI & IoT, blockchain. With headquarters in France, offices in Europe and in Asia, ARCHOS is a strong European player. ARCHOS is listed on Compartiment C of the regulated market of Euronext Paris, ISIN Code: FR0000182479.

[www.archos.com](http://www.archos.com)
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